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Corporate Credit Concepts helps entrepreneurs and business owners obtain business funding 
without harming their personal credit by separating their personal credit from their business 
credit. I heard about SEO, the new prime online real estate, as the best way to increase traffic to 
websites. I knew we needed to be set up correctly by a professional company in order to increase 
web traffic, therefore, increase our client base. 
  
I was doing a lot of research on search engine optimization and realized that I need professional 
help in order obtain the desirous ranking for our company website. I spoke with a number of 
companies that made many claims as what they could do, but was dissatisfied with their 
creditability. I decided to go to the main search engine sites and do a search for “search engine 
optimization.” The company that appeared in the top rankings would obviously be the most 
reliable source. That is how I came across eBrandz.  
 
Pricing was important to us and we found eBrandz to offer so much more than any other SEO 
companies for so much less. eBrandz also had the best guarantee for doing what they say they 
will really do .  
 
I actually liked the idea that eBrandz was a company in Ind. I know many internet and 
technology jobs are currently being outsourced to Ind because that is where the most up-to-
date knowledge is. I thought this to be an advantage.  
 
eBrandz team responded to my concerns very quickly and I have been impressed as to the 
prompt service as well as the on time schedule of the outline they provided me during our initial 
set up phase.  
 
Within 2 months I started to notice a significant improvement in traffic. The increase in web 
traffic dramatically increased the amount of new clients coming into our business. Corporate 
Credit Concepts just released a press release reporting that we are on target to fund over 50 
Million in business funding.  
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I would not recommend eBrandz to any of my competitors! I whole-heartedly recommend 
eBrandz to anyone who wants to better their search engine rankings.  
 

 
 
Trent Lee 
CEO  
Corporate Credit Concepts 
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